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QUESTION 1

A security engineer wants to implement forward secrecy but still wants to ensure the number of requests handled by the
web server is not drastically reduced due to the larger computational overheads. Browser compatibility is not a concern;
however system performance is. Which of the following, when implemented, would BEST meet the engineer\\'s
requirements? 

A. DHE 

B. ECDHE 

C. AES128-SHA 

D. DH 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A popular commercial virtualization platform allows for the creation of virtual hardware. To virtual machines, this virtual
hardware is indistinguishable from real hardware. By implementing virtualized TPMs, which of the following trusted
system concepts can be implemented? 

A. Software-based root of trust 

B. Continuous chain of trust 

C. Chain of trust with a hardware root of trust 

D. Software-based trust anchor with no root of trust 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A forensic analyst receives a hard drive containing malware quarantined by the antivirus application. After creating an
image and determining the directory location of the malware file, which of the following helps to determine when the
system became infected? 

A. The malware file\\'s modify, access, change time properties. 

B. The timeline analysis of the file system. 

C. The time stamp of the malware in the swap file. 

D. The date/time stamp of the malware detection in the antivirus logs. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

After a security incident, an administrator would like to implement policies that would help reduce fraud and the potential
for collusion between employees. Which of the following would help meet these goals by having co-workers
occasionally audit another worker\\'s position? 

A. Least privilege 

B. Job rotation 

C. Mandatory vacation 

D. Separation of duties 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A company is trying to decide how to manage hosts in a branch location connected via a slow WAN link. The company
desires to provide the same level of performance and functionality to the branch office as it provides to the main
campus. The company uses Active Directory for its directory service and host configuration management. The branch
location does not have a datacenter, and the physical security posture of the building is weak. Which of the following
designs is MOST appropriate for this scenario? 

A. Deploy a branch location Read-Only Domain Controller in the DMZ at the main campus with a two-way trust. 

B. Deploy a corporate Read-Only Domain Controller to the branch location. 

C. Deploy a corporate Domain Controller in the DMZ at the main campus. 

D. Deploy a branch location Read-Only Domain Controller to the branch office location with a one-way trust. 

E. Deploy a corporate Domain Controller to the branch location. 

F. Deploy a branch location Domain Controller to the branch location with a one-way trust. 

Correct Answer: B 
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